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Abstract
In th1s paper I discuss the role of Machine
Learning (ML) in sound design. 1 facus on
the modelling of a particular aspect of
human intelligence which is belleved to play
an important role in musical creativity: the
Generalisation of Perceptual Attributes
(GPA). By GPA I mean the process by
wh1ch a listener tries to f1nd common sound
attributes when confronted with a series of
sounds. The paper introduces the basics of
GPA and ML in the context of ARTIST, a
prototype case study system. ARTIST is a
sound des1gn system that works In co--ope
ration with the user, providing useful levels
of automated reasoning to render the syn
thesis tasks less laborious (tasks such as
calculating an appropriate stream of synthe
sis parameters for each single sound) and
to enable the user to explore alternatives
when des1gning a certain sound. The sys
tem synthesises sounds from input
requests in a relatively high-level language;
far instance, usIng attribute-value expres
sions such as 'normal v1brato', "high open
ness' and 'sharp attack". ARTIST stores
information about sounds as clusters of
attribute-value expressions and has the abi
lity to interpret these expressions in the
lower-level terms of sound synthesis algo
rithms. The user may, however, be interes
ted in producing a sound which is 'unk
nown' to the system. In this case, the sys
tem will attempt to compute the attribute
values far this yet unknown sound by
making analogies with other known sounds
which have similar constituents. ARTIST
uses ML to infer which sound attnbutes
should be considered to make the analo
gies.
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Introduction
Recent studres In acoustrcs, psychoacoustrcs, psychology and
cognitive sciences have vastly expanded our knowledge of the
nature and perceptron of sounds and musrc. The sound
domarn of Western musrc IS no longer demarcated by the
boundaries of traditional acoustic instruments. Nowadays,
composers have the opportunrty to create music wrth an rnfrnrte variety of sounds, ranging from ‘natural sounds” (those produced by acoustrc devrces and drfferent sorts of mechanrcal
excrtatron; such as the sounds produced by blowing a pipe
(Rossrng, 1990)) to synthesrsed, “artificial sounds” (those
sounds that cannot be produced by acoustic devices; such as
the sounds produced by a cellular automata synthesiser
(Mrranda et al., 1992; Miranda, 1995b).
Computer technology offers the most detailed control of the
internal parameters of synthesised sounds, whrch enables
composers to become more ambrtious in their quest for a
more effective use of sound synthesis technology. In this
case however, the task of sound composrtion becomes more
complex. A composer can set the parameters for the production of an immeasurable variety of sounds, but this task is still
accomplrshed unnaturally by inputting streams of numerical
data specified manually (as In the case of the Csound score
files. for example (Vercoe, 1991)). Even If composers know
the role played by each single parameter for synthesising a
sound, it is both very difficult and tedious to ascertain whrch
values will synthesrse the sound they want to produce.
Moreover, composers often need to master a sound syntheses
programming language in order to communicate with the computer (as in the case of CLM, for example (Schottstaedt, 1992,
1994)). Even if they master this language, the design of an
instrument is not a straightforward task. In such a situation,
higher processes of inventive creativity and abstraction become subsidrary to time consuming, non-musical tasks.
Composers need a better working environment.
It seems that the interdisciplinary knowledge we have about
the nature and perception of sounds (that is, acoustics, psychoacoustics. psychology, etc ) has not been taken into
account by sound synthesis software engineers. Better sound
desrgn systems can be provided If we devise ways for includrng thus knowledge in a sound design software. I believe that
this situation can be Improved by combining computer sound
syntheses technology with Artrficral Intelligence (Al) techniques. Al techniques are aimed here to help us to devise
sound syntheses systems that take into account the rnterdiscrplrnary knowledge mentioned above
I have been working on an Artrfrcral Intellrgence-based approach for improving sound design systems. In order to test this
approach, I have designed ARTIST a prototype case study system that allows the design of sounds by thinking in terms of
user-customrsed qualitative descnptrons rather than in terms
of numerical streams Moreover, this system also works In
co-operation with the user by providing support for the exploration of Ideas.
In order to design sounds, composers often explore a variety
of possrble solutions by trying out possibrlities within a certain
personal style or idiom. ARTIST marntarns user-customrsed
descriptive Information about known sounds on a knowledge
base. The user can request sounds either by using its name
(If the sound is known) or by using a number of sound descriptors ftf the sound IS unknown). In the latter case, the system
attempts to create the sound by making analogies with known
sounds. To accomplrsh this, ARTIST uses machine learning
(ML) to infer which sound attributes should be considered to
make the analogies.
In thus paper I wtll focus on the ML engine of ARTIST. I begin
wrth some background concepts, rncludrng a brief presentation

of the architecture of the system and a discussion about Its
knowledge representation technrque Next, I Introduce the
basics of ML and discuss the ML engine used In the system
Then, I present an example operatron and end wrth some frnal
remarks and envisage further work. More detarls of ARTIST’s
underlying phrlosophy, architecture and functronrng can found
In (Miranda 1994a; 1994b; 1995a; 1995c; Miranda et al.,
1993). On-line documentation and a demo will soon be avarlable at :
http://www.musrc
gla ac.uk/
HTMLFolder/Staff/Eduardolnfo.html
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Background

Concepts

2.1 Sound Synthesis as Knowledge-Based Desrgn Problem
Design is a complex kind of intelligent behavrour. It IS concerned with engaging In cognitive and physical acts In order to
establish the suitability and effectiveness of our creations prior
to actually constructing them. In attempting to solve design
problems, designers explore the space of possrble solutions
by trying out possrbrlities and rnvestrgating therr consequences.
One cannot hope to fully understand design by adoptrng a
srngle perspective on Its study, but we must combine the perspectives of many different disciplines. Nevertheless, I am
Interested for present purposes, In a lrmrted aspect of design,
design as an explrcrtly knowledge-based kind of rntellrgent
behavrour. It IS therefore assumed that It Involves the explicit
organisation, applicatron and generation of knowledge
Artifrcral Intelligence IS a science which aims at understandrng
intelligent behavrour and how it might be artificially created to
serve specific goals (Luger and Stubblefreld, 1989). In this
context, in order to understand design as a kind of Intelligent
behaviour one needs ways to describe and express aspects of
the behaviour being investigated, how one thanks this behaviour can be modelled and how one thinks It can possrbly be
aided, or even srmulated by a computer.
As I am primarily interested In electroacoustic music
(Emmerson, 1994). thus work IS based upon the assumptron
that composition is not only considered to be the combrnatron
of pre-existing sounds; it also involves an effort to elaborate
the sound material (that IS. creating the sounds themselves,
rather than merely composrng with exrsting sounds)
It is generally agreed nowadays that there are no rnvartable
boundanes between the design of sound and the composition
of music A composer might either thank of an evolvrng single
sound that is In itself a piece of music, or of a combrnatron of
several discrete sound events. When synthesrsrng sounds to
be used in a piece of musrc, musicians have an inturtron about
the possrbilrties of the organisation of these sounds into a
musical structure. In attempting to obtain the desired sound,
composers explore a variety of possrble solutions, tryrng out
those possrbrlrtres wrthtn their personal aesthetic (Roozendal,
1993). This process of exploratron frequently results In rnconsrstencres between the composer’s best guess at a solution
and the formulation of the requirement. If no solutron meets
the requirement, then this requirement erther has no solution
at all, or it must be redefined. Sound design is seen In this
context as a problem which demands, on the one hand, clarrfrcation of the requirement and, on the other hand, provision of
alternative solutions. For example, suppose that a composer
wants to synthesrse a ‘high-pitch sound’. In order to produce
this sound, the system might need the expression “high-pitch
sound’ to be clarified by enuncratrng that “high-patch’ actually
means a fundamental frequency above a certain threshold. If
the system still does not understand the clanfication, then
some sound at least should be produced, which would grve
some chance that the sound produced may satisfy the user’s

requirement
2.2

Representing

KnowLedge

of

Sounds

Knowledge representatron IS a fundamental aspect of ARTIST
and knowledge-based systems in general. The representation
technrque defines the nature of the rnformation and the
mechanism for processrng it.

“high-pitch

The ASS consrsts of: nodes (black squares). slots (black errcles) and links Nodes and slots are components and links
correspond to the relations between them Both nodes and
slots on the ASS are labelled. Slots are grouped “bottom up”
Into higher level nodes, which in turn are grouped Into higher
level nodes and so on untrl the top node. Each slot has a label
and accommodates either a sound synthesis datum or a pointer towards a procedure to calculate a sound synthesis datum;
this Information is stored in a knowledge base. Higher level
nodes correspond to the modules and sub-modules of the srgnal processrng architecture, they also have labels (Figure 2).

sound”

5
Figure 2: The ASS representation
shown in Figure 2.

amp sust

sound

ASS enables the organisatron of knowledge of sounds based
upon the signal processing model that produces them, (e g , a
Physical Model algorithm (Borin et al., 1992; Smith Ill, 1996)).
A sound event is represented here in terms of the various perceptual features whrch contributes to Its identity. These features must however be tied to the signal processrng model in
some way. It IS assumed that each descriptive attribute (tdentrfred in a sound event produced by an Instrument) is caused
by a certain component, or a group of components, of thus instrument. Let us take as an example the Instrument shown in
Figure I. If we tie an attribute called ‘pitch” to the oscrllator
component, the attribute value ‘high-pitch” could be made to
correspond to a hrgh frequency value; for example, f0=1760
HZ.
2.3
and

Figure 1: ASS is a multi-levelled
structure which mediates
sound descriptions and their correspondent
synthesis
parameters.
It IS generally assumed that intellrgent activrty is mediated by
internal representations. There IS no consensus, however, on
what these representatrons are; some regard them as neurophysiologrcal states, whilst others may define them as symbols or even Images A system such as ARTIST needs a technique that supports the representahon of both, sound description and syntheses. For the present purposes, I speculate that
descnptions of sounds are based upon a kind of sonic Image
of sounds’ contours in a phenomenal field, which helps our
mind to Identify their attributes On a computer, this phenomenon can roughly be simulated using schemas (Mrranda,
1994a; 1994b. 1995a; 1995c).

of the instrument

The
Basic

Architecture
Functioning

of

the

System

Figure 3 illustrates the main modules of the system’s archrtecture and their connection. ARTIST synthesises sounds from
requests in a relatrvely high-level language, via the User
Interface. Information about sounds and attnbutes are stored
In the Knowledge Base as clusters of expressions (Figure 4)
The Assemblage Engine consults the Knowledge Base in
order to compute the slot values of either the whole ASS
structure, or single nodes (i.e., the Assemblage Engine
“assembles” the sound) An assemblage of the whole schema
corresponds to a sound, whereas assemblages of single
nodes correspond to sound attributes.

The schema devised for ARTIST IS called Abstract Sound
Schema (ASS). ASS IS a multi-levelled structure aimed at
mediating sound descnptrons - that is sound attributes, created from a user-defined vocabulary of descriptors-and
therr
respective syntheses parameters fatt=attack, amp=amplitude,
sust=sustain, rel=release, fO=frequency). The role of the ASS
IS twofold.
It embodies a multi-levelled representation of the
signal processing of an instrument and also provides an abstraction to represent sounds (Figure 1)
Figure 3: The main modules

of ARTIST.

In order to synthesrse a sound, the user may enter either the
name of the sound, or a list of attnbute values. If the list is
incomplete (I e , there IS not enough attributes to assemble
the sound) or opaque (i.e.. the system does not recognize
some of the attribute-values), ARTIST will attempt to guess
missing or inconsistent information using the rules produced
by the Machine Learning Engine, stored in Induced Rules.

:nowledge

Ease

envelopedelaull
amp= 90 dS
art- 30%
.5”.e 20%
re/= 50%
El
Assemblage

Engine

I

ASS:hlgh-pitch
sound
envelope = default
os~,llator = h,gh frequency

Figure 4: The Assemblage Engine firstly collects the
appropriate
slot values in order to assemble the desired
sound and then activates the synthesis algorithm.
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Machine

Learning

Machine learning (ML) is a major sub-field of Al, with its own
various branches. Perhaps the most popular current debate in
ML, and in Al in general, IS between the sub-symbolic
and
the symbolic approaches. The former, also known as connectionism or neural networks, is inspired by neurophysiology; it
intends to provide mechanisms so that the desired computation may be achieved simply by repeatedly exposing the system to examples of the desired behaviour. As the result of
learning, the system records the ‘behaviour’ in a network of
single processors (metaphorically called ‘neurones’).
ARTIST currently uses the more traditional ML symbolic approach (Winston, 1984). Several algorithms for symbolic learning
have been employed in Al systems. These range from learning by being told to learning by discovery (Bratko. 1990;
Carbonell, 1990). In the former case, the learner is told explicitly what is to be learned by a ‘teacher’. In learning by discovery, the system automatically discovers new concepts, merely from observations, or by planning and performing experiments in the domain Many other techniques lie between
these two extremes
The criteria for selecting a machine learning technique depends upon many factors, including its purpose and the representation scheme at hand. In this work,
the selection was inspired by a psychoacoustic speculation.
A Psychoacoustic
3.1
The
Generalisation
Attributes

of

Speculation
Perceptual

It is believed that, when people listen to several distinct sound
events, they tend to characterise them by selecting certain
sound attributes which they think are important. When listening to several distinct sound events, it seems that the human
mind prioritises the selection of certain attributes which are
more important in order to make distinctions among them
(Miranda. 1994b3.

If one carefully listens to a series of sound events, there will
probably be a large number of possible intuitive generalizations. It is therefore essential to select those generalizations
we believe to be appropnate. These depend upon several factors such as context, sound complexity, duration of events,
sequence of exposure and repetition, which make a great
variety of combinations possible. Humans, however, are able
to make generalizations very quickly; perhaps because we
never evaluate all the possibilities. We tend to limit our field
of exploration and resort to some heunstic I belreve that this
plays an important role in imagination and memory when creating sounds and composing with them
The purpose of ML in ARTIST IS to induce general concept
descriptions of sounds, from a set of examples. The ML technique selected for our investigation IS therefore the inductive
learning technique (IML). The benefit of being able to induce
general concept descriptions of sounds IS that the machine
can automatically use induced concept descriptions to identify
unknown sounds and to suggest missing attributes of an
incomplete sound description
IML provides ARTIST with the ability to make generalizations
in order to infer which attributes are “more distinctive” in a
sound. The term “more distinctive” in this case does not
necessanly refer to what humans would perceive to be the
most distinctive attnbute of a sound. Current ML techniques
are not yet able to mimic all the types of heuristics used by
humans. Nevertheless, I propose that one kind of heuristic
might use information theory to make generalizations
The
algorithms used in ARTIST thus use information theory to pursue this task. Once the generalizations have been learned, the
user may use the descriptive rules to specify new sounds, different from those that were originally picked out as typical of
the sounds that the system already ‘knows’.
The aim of inducing rules about sounds is to allow the user to
explore further alternatives when designing particular sounds.
The user could ask the system, for example, to ‘play something that sounds similar to a vowel’ or even ‘play a kind of
dull, low pitched sound’. In these cases the system would
consult induced rules to infer which attributes would be
necessary to synthesise a vowel-like sound, or a sound with
dull colour attribute.
3.2
Engine

The

Inductive

Machine

The target of IML in our system is to
sounds represented in a training set.
either new data input by the user, or
the system, from its own knowledge

Learning

induce concepts about
The training set can be
automatically inferred by
base.

Inductive learning can be either incremental, modifying its concepts in response to each training example, or single trial, forming concepts once in response to all data. A classic example
of incremental inductive learning is a program called ARCHES
(Winston, 1985). ARCHES is able to learn the structural
description of an arch from examples and counter-examples
supplied by a “teacher”. The examples are processed sequentially and ARCHES gradually updates its current definition of
the concept being learned by enhancing either the generality
or the specrfity of the description of an arch It enhances the
generality of the description in order to make the description
match a given positive example, or the specifrty in order to
prevent the description from matching a counter-example.
The Iterative Dichotomizer 3 (ID3) algorithm is a classic example of single trial inductive learning (Quinlan, 1986) ID3
induces a deciston tree from a set of examples of objects of a
domain; the tree classrfies these oblects according to their
attributes
Each example of the training set IS described by a

number of attributes. The ID3 algorithm builds a decision tree
by measuring all the attnbutes in terms of their effectiveness
in partitioning the set of target classes; the best attribute
(from a statrstrcal standpoint) is then elected as the root of the
tree and each branch corresponds to a partition of the classifications (I.e., values of this attnbute). The algorithm recurs on
each branch rn order to process the remanning attributes, until
all branches lead to single classrfrcation leaves,
I propose that ARTIST should not be restricted to a single IML
technique. In principle, any technique that produces classificatory rules based upon attributional descriptions could be useful. Ideally the system should use various IML algorithms in
order to provide more than one classificatory possibility. The
abrlrty to have more than one classrfrcatory possrbility is useful
rn a srtuatron where, for example, the user inputs a request to
produce a sound and the system must check whether it
knows a sound that matches this request. Therefore by
having more than one classificatory rule, the system has a greater chance of frnding a matching sound and indeed of frndrng
more than one sound which satisfies the requirement. To this
end, I arbrtranly Implemented two single trial IML algorithms:
the Induction of the Shortest Concept Description (ISCD) and
the Induction of Decision Trees (IDT) (Dietterich and Michalskr,
1981, Bratko, 1990).

Figure 5 shows an example DT Induced from an hypothetrcal
training set such as follows:
Sound Name. dull
Sound Attributes:
openness = wide
pitch = hrgh
vrbrato rate = default
Sound Name. wobbly
Sound Attributes:
openness = wide
prtch = low
vibrato rate = fast
etc
Once the DT IS Induced. to identify a sound a path is traversed
In the tree, startrng at the root (top sound attribute) and endrng
at a leaf One follows the branch labelled by the attribute
value at each internal node. For example, a sound described
by “wade openness, low patch and fast vibrato rate’ is classifled, according to this tree, as woobly.
4

The ISCD algorithm aims to induce the shortest description(s),
that IS, the smallest set(s) of attribute values of a sound for
class of sounds) which can drfferentiate It from the others in
the training set. The IDT algorithm also induce classrfrcatory
rules, but not necessarily the most succrnct ones. In thus
paper I focus only on the latter algonthm; the former has been
drscussed in (Miranda. 1994b; 1996).
ARTIST’s IDT algorithm is an adapted version of a
Quinlan’s-like algorithm described in (Bratko, 1990). The
result of the learning is represented in the form of a decrsron
tree DT. where internal nodes are labelled with attributes and
branches are labelled with attribute values (note, however,
that the DT is not the same as the ASS representation discussed earlier). The leaves of the tree are labelled with sound
classes. To classify a sound event, a path in the tree is traversed, starting at the root node and endrng at a leaf. The IDT
algorithm (see appendix) proceeds by searching, at each
non-terminal node, for the attribute whose values provide the
best discrimination among the other attributes, that is, the
Most lnformatrve Attribute (MIA); the formula for the selection
of the MIA has been explained in (Miranda, 199413).

An

Example

Operation

Suppose that ARTIST holds knowledge of a synthesiser that
has three components (Vrbrato Source, Pulse Generator and
1 st Formant) and five parameters (rate, width, f0. fl and bwl);
Its ASS representation IS shown in Frgure 6 and the
Knowledge Base is partrally illustrated in Figure 7. Note that
the Knowledge Base also contains a drctronary of nodes, in
addition to clusters of slots and attributes. This drctionary relates user-specified labels, or attributes, with the components
of the instrument; for example, the attribute “openness” has
been attached to the 1st Formant component and values for
this attribute (e.g , ‘wide’) will depend upon the values of fl
and bwl. Also, assume that the Machine Learning Engine
automatically made a training set out of the Knowledge Base
and induced the DT illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 6: The ASS representation
tion instrument.

of the example

opera-

If the user requests a sound called ‘wobbly’, ARTIST immedrately retrieves the slots from the Knowledge Base, assemble
the ASS and synthesises the sound; for example, ARTIST
knows that the “wobbly” sound has ‘wide openness’, that
openness corresponds to the “1st Formant” component, that
the parameters for this component should value fl=650 Hz
and bwl=65 Hz, and so forth. In thus case, there was no need
to consult Its induced rules.
Figure 5: An example
training set.

DT induced from an hypothetical
Conversely, if the user requests a sound by using attributional
descriptrons, such as “wide openness and medium pitch’,

ARTIST WIII reallse that this description is incomplete 1i.e , it
does not mention the vibrato rate) and will consult its induced
rules In order to deduce sultable values for the missing information. The DT (Figure 5) suggests that the “female vowel”
sound IS a good candidate to fulfill the requirement. regardless
of Its vibrato ARTIST shall then synthesise the “female vowel”
sound In this case, the user might or might not be satisfied
If not, the system may either suggest other sounds (if there
are any other posslbllities) or ask for additional InformatIon to
enhance the request

Knowledge

level would then be aimed at the ldentlfrcatlon of prominent
classflcatory features in Input samples of sounds and provide
ways of referring them using symbols to be processed at the
symbolic IML level.

MIA

Base

Dlctlonary of Nodes

1

v

AttrIbutes
Openness
fl= 650
bwi=65Hz

Sounds

5

Final

of a Knowledge

Remarks

and

...

...

ST(n)

Each time a new MIA IS selected, only those attributes which
have not yet been selected in previous recursion (that IS, used
In the upper parts of the tree) are constdered (Figure 8)
When the avallable attnbutes are insufficient to distinguish
between classes of sound examples (that is, sound examples
that belong to different classes may have exactly the same
attributes) then we say that these are conflicting examples. If
the algorithm cannot find a new MIA, then it records a list of
confllctlng examples together with the number of occurrences
In TSet of each element of the confllctlng list. This information IS used as a weight if a selectlon among them is eventually required.

Base.

Further

ST(2)

Figure 8: Each time a new MIA is selected the algorithm
constructs recursively
sub-decision-trees
ST for each
attribute of the MIA.
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wide

Hz

Figure 7: An example

ST(f)
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avant-garde composer’s dream possible. he created IRCAM, a
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and provided support to Boulez (and to composers who could
afford to visit Paris) to “manufacture” the sounds for his composItIons. Fortunately, modern computer technology enables
the simulation of 4X-llke systems on smaller personal computers Most composers can take advantage of this technology,
but they still need, however, better ways to operate such
machines New systems, such as ARTIST, are therefore a
natural progresslon.
In this paper I dlscussed the role of Inductive Machine
Learning (IML) in ARTIST I focused on the modelling of a partlcular aspect of human intelligence which IS believed to play
an important role in musical creativity: the Generallsation of
Perceptual Attributes (GPA).
At the moment, the attnbute-value pairs for sound description
are specified manually. I plan to automatize this task by
adding the support of a sub-symbolic level to the symbolic
IML level of ARTIST Neural networks technology IS suitable
for this task (Forrest et al., 1987) I propose that a neural
network based upon auditory modelling techniques has great
potential for raising new paradigms for sound representation.
In addltlon, this would enable the creation of a more perceptually-oriented tool for sound analysis and therefore facilitate the
definition of sound descriptors for a sound. The sub-symbolic
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Append1x The IDT Algonthm

To construct a dec1s1on tree DT from a traIning set TSet do.

1. lf TSet Is empty then DT Is a single-nade tree labelled null
2. Else
2 1. lf ali the examples In TSet belong to the same sound class
SOUND_CLASS
2 2. Then DT Is a single-nade tree labelled SOUND CLASS

2 3 Else select
23 1
232
tIng examples
2 3.3

the most 1nformat1ve attnbute M IA
lf there Is no MIA to choose
Then DT Is a s1ngle-node tree w1th the 11st of the confl1c
Else

2.3.3 1 From the MIA obta1n Its attnbute values
atv(11, atv(2), , atv(n),
2 3 3 2 Part1110n TSet Into TSet(1), TSet(21, . TSet(n). accor
d1ng to the attnbute
values atv of MIA,
2 3 3 3 Construct recurs1vely sub-dec1s1on-trees ST(1), ST(2),
, ST(n) for
TSet(ll, TSet(2), , TSet(nl.
2 3 3 4 The result Is the tree DT whose root MIA and whose
sub-dec1s1on-trees are
ST(11, ST(2), . , atv(2). . , atvln)

